FedRAMP
3PAO Services
A Smart Approach to FedRAMP Authorization
“SecureIT’s FedRAMP 3PAO
offerings are designed to
help cloud service providers
of all sizes succeed in their
readiness and authorization
efforts with less risk and less
organizational impact.

The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program, or

As with all of our compliance
and cybersecurity offerings,
you can expect a partner
that will understand your
business and provide
practical, efficient solutions
that work for the specific
needs of your organization.”

Federal Agencies, CSPs, and

David Trout
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FedRAMP, is a government-wide program that provides a standardized
approach to security assessment,
authorization, and continuous
monitoring for cloud products and
services. There are four main
players in the FedRAMP process:
Third-Party Assessment
Organizations (3PAOs), and the
FedRAMP PMO. 3PAOs perform initial and periodic assessment of CSP
systems per FedRAMP requirements, provide evidence of compliance,
and play an on-going role in ensuring CSPs meet these requirements.
As an accredited 3PAO, SecureIT delivers full lifecycle FedRAMP
solutions that are tailored for your specific cloud solution, and for where
you are within the FedRAMP lifecycle. Our extensive experience with
NIST and FISMA engagements means we know controls and control
requirements, hurdles that organizations typically face with compliance,
and how to leverage existing processes and artifacts to increase
efficiency and lessen impact on key personnel.

Regardless of whether you have a dozen questions and are just beginning
to investigate what FedRAMP means to you, or you need an experienced
3PAO to perform your assessment, SecureIT is the partner you can count
on for practical, flexible FedRAMP expertise.

SecureIT FedRAMP 3PAO Offerings
SecureIT’s range of FedRAMP 3PAO assessment services address the
needs of CSPs at various stages in their FedRAMP journey. Our experts remove the guesswork from your FedRAMP
authorization pursuit and help you accomplish the most important goal: new business opportunities with Federal
Agency customers.

SecureIT FedRAMP
3PAO Service Offering

Description

FedRAMP Pre-Assessment

• Inform you of the current status, capabilities, and options for achieving FedRAMP
authorization; provides a comprehensive picture of FedRAMP requirements, major
gaps, and costs at the onset of your efforts

FedRAMP 3PAO Readiness
Assessment (RAR)

• Provide a FedRAMP readiness assessment and issues a RAR according to the
FedRAMP PMO’s published guidance

FedRAMP 3PAO
Assessment

• Provide a FedRAMP Assessment according to the FedRAMP PMO’s published
guidance

FedRAMP 3PAO Annual
Assessment

• Perform the annual assessment of selected FedRAMP controls

A True Partner for FedRAMP Success

Why SecureIT

We recognize that no two organizations are alike. When you

FedRAMP services
tailored for both startups
and complex enterprises

engage with SecureIT, we will not send you a questionnaire to
complete. We will pick up the phone and call you so that we
better understand your organization, your cloud solution, and
where you are in your journey. Choosing SecureIT provides your

Accredited FedRAMP 3PAO

organization with an experienced 3PAO that partners with you to
develop a plan for success, and provides the appropriate
resources and expertise to achieve FedRAMP authorization.

200+ cybersecurity &
compliance engagements

About SecureIT
SecureIT provides risk, compliance, and cybersecurity services to enterprises,
government entities, and cloud service providers. Our certified professionals
assess cyber risk, conduct targeted security assessments, and ensure
compliance with regulatory requirements. Every day, we partner with our
clients to deliver solutions critical to protecting and growing business.
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